The 1996-97 National Firearms Agreement (NFA) in Australia introduced strict gun laws, primarily as a reaction to the mass shooting in Port Arthur, Tasmania in 1996, where 35 people were killed. Despite the fact that several researchers using the same data have examined the impact of the NFA on firearm deaths, a consensus does not appear to have been reached. In this paper, we re-analyze the same data on firearm deaths used in previous research, using tests for unknown structural breaks as a means to identifying impacts of the NFA. The results of these tests suggest that the NFA did not have any large effects on reducing firearm homicide or suicide rates.
Introduction
Australia's 1996-97 National Firearms Agreement (NFA), which involved the buyback and destruction of over 600,000 guns within a few months, is one of the most massive government adjustments to gun control regulations in the developed world in recent history. The extent of the buyback and accompanying swift nationwide change in the firearm regulatory environment following the enactment of the NFA (prohibition on certain types of firearms, registration requirements etc.) makes this policy a natural experiment in which the results of a methodical evaluation would be extremely interesting.
1 Indeed, this call has been heeded by several quantitative researchers (e.g., see Reuter and Mouzos 2003; Chapman et al., 2006; Neill and Leigh, 2007 ). Yet, more than a decade later, despite considerable research using homicide statistics from the same source -the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) -there is still considerable rhetorical debate regarding the impact of the NFA on firearm homicide. In a typical time-series design, violence rates are analysed using time-series regression methods to see if there is a significant downward shift in homicides around the time a new gun law goes into effect. Much of the debate surrounding the effects of the NFA has revolved around interpretations of the results of quantitative analyses and their accompanying statistical tests. This paper aims to contribute to this debate by a reanalysis of the same data used by previous researchers, using an alternative time-series approach based on unknown structural breaks. As shown in Piehl et al. (2003) , such tests for unknown structural breaks provide a useful framework for estimating potential treatment effects in an evaluation framework. In this paper, by employing a battery of structural break tests and analyzing the available data in a rigorous fashion, an attempt is made to resolve the debate surrounding the effects of the NFA.
A noteworthy feature of these studies that analyze the effects of the NFA is that they are all based on aggregate statistics for the whole of Australia. Unfortunately, the consistency of the approach taken by each state and territory government in Australia in the enactment of uniform firearm legislation has meant that an evaluation can only be conducted for the whole country and not for individual states or counties. In other words, unlike most quasi-experiments analyzed in the evaluation literature, there is no appropriate comparison group as the entire population in Australia was targeted. 2 This makes the use of difference-in-difference or matching estimators that explicitly rely on comparison groups inappropriate. It also makes approaches often used in the US gun control literature that are based on state-level variation in gun laws and which implicitly rely on comparison groups infeasible. 3 Hence, from a policy perspective, although the NFA is a clean example of a natural experiment, from a statistical perspective, evaluation of the reform is not a straightforward exercise.
The main aim of this paper is to analyze the effect of the NFA on reducing firearm related deaths in Australia, with an emphasis on deaths by homicide and suicide.
In addition, following the previous literature, we also examine homicides and suicides by methods other than a firearm to allow for the possibility of method substitution effects.
Several features of the Australian gun buyback make it of interest to policy makers in the US and other developed countries where gun control is an important issue on the political agenda. First, it has been argued that many gun laws fail because they are local, allowing guns from contiguous counties or states with more lenient laws to "leak" into the stricter jurisdictions. As Australia is geographically isolated with no domestic supply of the prohibited firearms, a nationwide implementation of the gun buyback implies that leakage would not be a serious issue. Second, the gun buyback scheme was large and better funded than comparable efforts in the US, helping to test the hypothesis of whether size of the buyback matters. 4 Third, in countries where the gun culture might not be as prevalent as in the US, where homicide rates are lower by international standards but where occasional mass murders occur (e.g., Britain), the impact of the NFA in Australia could be viewed as an indication of what the effect of a similar buyback scheme would be in such countries.
2 Reuter and Mouzos (2003) make a passing reference to the possible use of New Zealand as a comparison group, as New Zealand participated in the Australasian Police Ministers Council which produced the proposal for the NFA, but chose not to implement the NFA. But it is clear that the Australian and New Zealand population and environment are quite different and that the New Zealand experience cannot represent a useful counterfactual. 3 See, for example, Kleck and Patterson (1993) . 4 See Kennedy, Braga and Piehl (1996) and Sherman (2001) for reviews of the US gun buyback literature, where it was generally found that past efforts were on too small a scale or too poorly implemented. In addition, a recent critical review of the firearms and violence literature in the US by the National Academy of Sciences states that arguments for and against a market-based intervention such as gun buybacks appear to be largely based on speculation, not on evidence from research. The report states that it is at present not known if it is actually possible to shut down illegal pipelines of guns to criminals, and whether such access restrictions make useful public policy (Wellford, Pepper and Petrie, 2004) .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the literature on the effects of the NFA. Section 3 introduces the time-series data on homicides and suicides that we use for our empirical analysis. Section 4 discusses the econometric model and issues regarding model selection. In particular, we present results of unit root tests that check for the stationarity of the data, as well as discuss how we choose the appropriate lag structure for our time-series model. Section 5 discusses the structural break tests we employ and their results when used to analyze the data. Finally, section 6 concludes.
Background
This section provides a brief recap of some of the more prominent studies that have attempted to estimate the impact of the NFA.
Based on data from 1980 to 1999, Reuter and Mouzos (2003) found that the Australian buyback that targeted low-risk weapons may have had a modest effect on homicides (see their Figure 4 .2). They note, however, that an alternative outcome to consider is the occurrence of another mass shooting (like the "Port Arthur" incident in 1996 where 35 people were killed that precipitated the enactment of the NFA). They highlight that the fact that there were no mass murders committed with a firearm in the five years post-NFA can be viewed as a slightly more promising outcome. It is clear, however, that more follow-up time than was available to the authors would be necessary before a proper assessment of the effects of the NFA could be made.
With more follow-up data in hand, several researchers revisited the question addressed in Reuter and Mouzos (2003) . Using data from 1979 to 2003 and comparing the trends in firearm deaths pre-and post-NFA, Chapman et al. (2006) found that post-NFA, there were accelerated declines in annual total gun deaths and firearm suicides and a non-significant accelerated decline in firearm homicides. They also make the point that swings in the data by 2003 are so obvious that if one were given the data and were asked to guess the date of a major firearm intervention, it would be clear that it happened between 1996 and 1998.
On the other hand, based on a slightly longer time series of data from 1979 to 2004, found that an examination of the long-term trends indicated that the only category of sudden death that may have been influenced by the introduction of the NFA was firearm suicide. Homicide patterns (firearm and nonfirearm) were not influenced by the NFA. They therefore concluded that the gun buy-back and restrictive legislative changes had no influence on firearm homicide in Australia. As an explanation for the divergent findings, Baker and McPhedran (2007) critique the conclusions reached by Chapman et al. (2006) because it appears the outcomes of the statistical analyses in Chapman et al. were contrary to the results of the statistical tests undertaken.
More recently, Neill and Leigh (2007) re-analyze the results of . They find that re-analysing the results either with a longer time series or using the log of the death rate, however, strengthens the evidence against the null hypothesis that the NFA had no effect on firearm suicides or homicides. In particular, they find a statistically significant reduction in deaths due to both firearm homicides and suicides.
Summing up the extant literature, it therefore appears that despite the fact that the data come from the same source, ten years post-NFA, there is no consensus on whether the NFA had an impact on firearm homicides.
Data
The data used in this paper come from the ABS statistics on Causes of Death Given that a time series model of FS, FH, NFS or NFH using the raw data would imply that deaths could be negative sometime in the future, before proceeding with any formal statistical analysis, we first perform the transformation used in Neill and Leigh (2007) to ensure that model predicted death rates are always positive and express all rates in natural logarithms. A plot of the transformed data is shown in Figure 1 .
Focusing on gun related death rates, we can see from Panels 1 and 2 of Figure 1 that there is a downward trend in both suicide and homicide rates starting from around about 1985. Apart from the dip in gun related death rates towards the end of the sample period, there appears to be a decline in death rates around about the early 1940s, and a drastic fall in firearm homicide rates in 1950. A cursory look at the plot around 1996-1997 suggests that the NFA is unlikely to have had a large effect on gun deaths.
However, the downward trend in death rates that started in 1985 could have masked any possible effect that the NFA might exert on both FS and FH rates.
In contrast to the FS and FH series, we observe that there has been a rising trend in the non-gun related suicide and homicide rates since 1985. The fall in non-firearm related deaths is also noticeable in the early part of 1940s.
7 The data used in this paper is provided in Appendix A. Notes: FS, FH, NFS and NFH are expressed as total number of deaths per 100,000 of the Australian population.
Methods
We model all four data series in our COD data using the Box and Jenkins (1976) methodology to obtain an appropriate Autoregressive and Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model. Although we start off our empirical analysis by employing the BoxJenkins approach to modelling the homicide data that were also used in the studies by , Chapman et al. (2006) and Neill and Leigh (2007) unknown structural break tests generalizes this strategy by avoiding the need to choose a particular date that defines the pre-and post-periods. As pointed out by Britt, Kleck and Bordua (1996) when re-evaluating the 1976 District of Columbia gun law, the effective date of the law is merely a legalism and makes no special claims about when the new law will actually begin to have an effect on the target variable. Put another way, it is possible that there could be announcement effects or lagged impacts that a dummy variable indicating the time a gun law was legally enforced would not capture.
Stationarity of the Data
As is typical of any time-series analysis, an important first step of the modelling exercise is to determine the stationarity property of the series. We first use two teststhe Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test and the Phillips-Perron (PP) test -to determine whether the series possesses a unit root. 8 Both tests share a common null hypothesis of a unit root process but differ in the way they correct for the problem of serial correlation in the regression residuals. The results of both tests are reported in Table 1 . It can be seen that for the two series FS and NFS, both the ADF and PP tests unanimously fail to reject the existence of a unit root at all conventional levels of significance. For the FH series, the ADF and PP tests both strongly reject the null of a unit root. However, the two tests provide conflicting evidence about the unit root property of the NFH series; the PP test suggests that the NFH series is stationary while the ADF test result implies otherwise. An alternative assessment of the unit root property of the data series requires that we account for a possible break in the data generating process. This is accomplished by employing the Zivot and Andrews (1992) (ZA) test that allows an endogenously determined breakpoint in the intercept, the trend function, or in both. This view is consistent with our objective of determining whether the national buy-back and tightened legislation in 1996-1997 had an effect on the death rates associated with firearm, and altered the dynamics of the FS and FH series. As argued by Perron (1989) , failing to account for a structural break in the conventional unit root test may lead to a loss of power and wrongly infer the presence of a unit root when in fact the series is stationary around a one time structural break.
In its general form with breaks in both the intercept and the trend function, the test involves running the following regression for all potential breakpoints, 
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where T is the sample size and k is the number of lags determined for each possible breakpoint by the Bayesian Information Criteria. Equation (1) is sequentially estimated and is chosen so as to minimize the one-sided t-statistics of the unit root null hypothesis with no break (i.e.
It is common to exclude the end-points of the sample when implementing the ZA unit root tests. This is due to the fact that the asymptotic distribution of their test statistics diverges to infinity when the end points are included. We report the results for 'trimming region' of the sample as suggested by Zivot and Andrews (1992) that is (0.15T, 0.85T). We also consider other trimming factors like 10% and 5% to accommodate the break date at around 1996-1997. Although not reported here, the results are largely consistent with those reported in Table 1 , except that the break dates differ in some cases. Critical values at conventional levels of significance for the unit root tests are obtained from Zivot and Andrews (1992) . For consistency with the reporting of unit root tests results, only the results of the ZA test for a structural break in the intercept, and a break in both the intercept and trend are reported. 9 Table 1 shows that once a potential break has been taken account of in the unit root test, the results for all series fail to reject the unit root null.
Although the ADF, PP and ZA tests lead to different conclusions regarding stationarity of the data, we favor the results of the ZA test because it is more consistent with our objective of determining whether the gun buyback and tightened legislation in 1996-1997 had an effect on the death rates associated with firearms, and altered the dynamics of the FS and FH series. Moreover, a preliminary plot of the data in Figure 1 also suggests that there could have been a change in the underlying process governing the series.
Having confirmed that all series are integrated with order one, we take the first difference of all series. Figure 2 shows plots of the data expressed in growth rates (i.e.
the first difference of the logarithmic of the data multiplied by a hundred). Based on eye-balling the data, it is difficult to assess whether any breaks have taken place in the growth rate of the series. In section 5, after specifying an appropriate ARIMA model, we employ formal structural break tests to determine if any breaks do exist. 
Order of the ARIMA model
In practice, to apply the unknown structural break point technique in a program evaluation setting, one first needs to define the regression relationship of interest. In other words, we need to have the correct specification of the regression model under the null hypothesis of no break. For example, if a linear trend belongs in the model, then we would need to include it in the analysis in order to have the correct inference on the break in mean. However, if there is no trend in the true relationship and we include a trend variable, this will obscure inference on the break in mean as inclusion of a trend could absorb some of the change in mean.
Although attempting to explain a series using only information about the history of the series (i.e., univariate time series analysis) appears to ignore information in related series, such an approach is not necessarily inferior to a structural approach. This is because a pure univariate time series model can be useful as a summary device when it is not clear what the appropriate structural model should be. Alternatively, even if economic theory is useful in suggesting an economic structural relationship, it is often the case that there is an equivalent ARIMA representation of that model. We discuss in more detail how our econometric model is specified below using the Box-Jenkins approach.
The optimal order of the ARIMA(p,1,q) process is determined by minimizing the value of either the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) or the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) from estimating different ARIMA models for p=q=10. The results in Table 2 show that the BIC provides a more parsimonious model than the AIC. We also performed the Ljung-Box (1978) test to ensure that the residual of the regression is free from serial correlation.
When applying the structural break tests in the next section, for each of the four data series, we employ the specification suggested by AIC and assume that is the correct specification of the regression model under the null hypothesis of there being no structural breaks. The results also show that the chosen models for all series are free from various orders of serial correlation. Figures in (p,d,q) indicate the lag order for AR, the order of integration, and the lag order for MA respectively. Marginal significance levels are displayed in [.] . Figures in (.) are robust standard errors. Q is the Ljung-Box test for k-th order serial correlation in the residual u t , for k=5, 10 and 15. * denotes significance at the 1% level.
Structural Break Tests and Empirical Results
In this section, to examine whether the NFA has an influence at reducing the suicide and homicide growth rates that are related to firearms, we adopt a statistical approach similar to the one employed in Piehl et al. (2003) , who suggest that tests for unknown structural breaks can be used as a policy evaluation tool. This approach involves identifying any unknown structural break in the time series for the homicide data. In the context of evaluation, a finding of a structural break that coincides with the implementation of the NFA can be interpreted as evidence supporting an effect of the NFA. On the other hand, a finding of no structural break or a structural break at an alternative date would be evidence against there being an effect of the NFA.
As in the case of the ZA test, one decision that needs to be made when applying these structural break tests is the choice of the "trimming" value. When one searches over all possible locations for a break in some parameters, it is important to specify how far into the sample one starts looking for a break and how close to the end of the sample one stops looking. The reason for not looking from the first observation to the last is that there must be a sufficient number of observations on either side of the point under consideration to estimate the regression relationship both before and after the break point. With 90 observations in our sample, the standard 15 percent trimming factor (i.e., the amount recommended by Andrews (1993) ) does not concur with our interest in searching for a break at around about 1996-1997 when the NFA program was implemented. We therefore consider a trimming factor of 5 percent which provides about 5 data observations for the first and last breakpoint that lie close to the beginning and end of the sample.
The Quandt (1960) Test
Given a stationary time series, following Piehl et al. (2003) , we first perform the Quandt (1960) endogenous structural change test which searches for the largest Chow (2006) where pre-and post-NFA regressions were estimated and their slopes compared, an important difference is that it does not assume that the break date is known a priori. Even when the date of a policy change is known, tests for unknown breaks can be useful because of possible anticipation effects and lag effects. The use of tests for unknown breaks circumvents the need to choose the appropriate lag or lead to capture potential policy effects. In addition, in such instances, the resulting statistical tests would not have the correct critical values.
To compute the Chow statistics for a particular break date, we split the sample at that break date and estimate the model parameters separately on each sub-sample, as well as for the whole sample. The respective residual sum of squares (RSS) are computed and used to calculate the Wald-statistic as follows
where is the residual sum of squares for the whole sample; the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the first and second sub-samples; T is the number of observations, and k is the number of regressors in the sub-sample regression. Thus the test is one of how much the RSS for the whole sample is bigger than the sum of the RSS for the two sub-samples. If RSS the coefficients do not change much between the samples, the RSS will not rise much upon imposing the constancy parameter restriction across the two sub-samples. Having computed a sequence of the Chow statistics as a function of candidate break dates, we then plot in Figure 3 these values on the y-axis against the candidate break dates on the x-axis.
In panel 1 of Figure 3, value. This implies that we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no structural break.
Hence, this suggests that the FS time series do not possess a structural break. In other words, we fail to find any evidence that show the NFA has an effect at reducing the firearm suicide growth rates. The same result also holds for the NFS growth series.
In contrast, for the FH and NFH growth series, we find at the 5 percent significance level that there is evidence for the existence of structural breaks. For the FH growth rate, the test statistic is above the 12.93 critical value in the period 1951-53;
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Panel 1: FS Chow Test

Figure 3: Chow Test Sequence as a Function of Break Dates
In summary, our implementation of the Quandt test fails to find any evidence that a structural break occurred around the time of the NFA in any of the four data series examined. In the next two sub-sections, we employ alternative structural break tests as robustness checks.
The Bai (1997) Sequential Multiple Breaks Test
The Quandt test discussed in the previous sub-section only considers a single structural break and it does not allow for more than one break. In this sub-section, we perform Bai's (1997) sequential multiple structural breaks test to accommodate for more than a single breakpoint in the firearm and non-firearm related homicide growth rates. The idea of sequential estimation in Bai's test is to consider one break at a time rather than simultaneous estimation of multiple breaks. Because the model is treated as if there were only one break point at each stage of the analysis, this method is not only computationally less intensive but is also robust to misspecification in the number of
breaks. An important insight of this method is that in the presence of multiple breakpoints, the sum of squared residuals (as a function of the break date) can have a local minimum around each break date. As such, the global minimum can be used as a break date estimator while the other local minima can also be regarded as candidate break date estimators. Accordingly, the sample is split at the break date estimate and the Quandt test is performed on the sub-samples to test for other breaks. Bai (1997) shows that important improvements can be obtained from re-estimation of break dates based on refined samples. In a relative long data series, testing for sequential breaks conditional on earlier breaks is important as there could be later break points in the series that could well coincide with the NFA date.
The Bai (1997) We only apply the Bai test to the FH and NFH series since the Quandt test in the previous section found evidence for breaks in them. In other words, we do not perform the test on both FS and NFS due to the lack of evidence in support of a structural break in their series. In all of our analysis, we do not consider the possibility of a break in the trend given that the trend function is not statistically significant in all four ARIMA models. 11 In Figure 3 , the residual variances for FH (panel 1) and NFH (panel 2) are plotted on the vertical axis against the break dates on the horizontal axis. In these figures, a random and erratic variation of the sub-sample estimates (and hence the sum of squared errors) would imply that the true parameters are constant. However, if there is a structural break, then there will be systematic variations in the sub-sample estimates across possible break dates, and there will be a well-defined minimum for the sum of squared residuals near the true break date.
11 The plot of growth data in Figure 1 (b) also does not reveal any evidence of a trend in any of the series. Figure 4 ). Again, this date does not coincide with the NFA date. Perron (1998, 2003) Test
The
Another test that we perform is based on the approach suggested by Perron (1998, 2003) . In what follows we adhere to the practical recommendations made by Bai and Perron (2003) . 12 We start by computing the double maximum test statistics Conditional on both test statistics being significant at the 5% level, which indicates the presence of at least one break, we then decide on the number of breaks by sequentially examining the sup test statistics starting from ( 1| ) F l l − + 1 l = . We also set the maximum number of structural changes to M=4. The results are reported in Table 3 .
Contrary to the results based on the Quandt (1960) and Bai (1997) tests, we find evidence of a single structural break in the FS series, with 1987 as the break date.
However, once again, this date is different from the NFA implementation date 12 See Section 5.5 on 'Summary and Practical Recommendations' in Bai and Perron (2003) . 13 For details on the application of weights to the individual tests in see Bai and Perron (1998) . suggesting that the agreement has no effect in influencing the firearm related suicide rate. The mean of the firearm related suicide growth rate appears to have decreased significantly after 1987, with the rate falling by more than 7 per cent. For the remaining series, we fail to identify the presence of any structural breaks. 
Conclusion
This paper takes a closer look at the effects of the National Firearms Agreement on gun deaths. Using a battery of structural break tests, there is little evidence to suggest that it had any significant effects on firearm homicides and suicides. In addition, there also does not appear to be any substitution effects -that reduced access to firearms may have led those bent on committing homicide or suicide to use alternative methods. gunman killed a man who had come to the aid of an assault victim and seriously wounded two others in Melbourne's central business district during morning rush hour, renewed calls for tougher gun controls. Although gun buybacks appear to be a logical and sensible policy that helps to placate the public's fears, the evidence so far suggests that in the Australian context, the high expenditure incurred to fund the 1996 gun buyback has not translated into any tangible reductions in terms of firearm deaths.
